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STAGE 1:

Lysistrata in Langue Island
In the time of the American elections of 2004, in an island of the Aegean, in the
schoolyard of a village a five minutes’ ride from the chapel where Meryl Streep and Pierce
Brosnan were married in “Mamma mia!” the kids are playing a remake, for their time and
place, of the ancient antiwar play “Lysistrata” written by Aristophanes , a famous comic
playwright played and replayed for 25 centuries. Before the kids begin let’s see what is
read in the theater program by their parents and grandparents, and the rest of the village
too, who are waiting for the play to begin seated at the tiers of the yard.

Lysistrata means “Army dissolver” and was the heroine of a comedy by Aristophanes. She
had conceived the idea that the war between Athenians and Spartans could end if the wives of
the combatants of both sides refused to perform their conjugal duties if their husbands did not
stop the war. Of course this was a difficult decision to apply for the women too so it became
a contest between husband and wife in who could hold out longer……….Let’s now see what
she could inspire in us for today’s conflicts if she lived again, but this time here in our village
where her name would become Lys’strato or Lys’strataki like Evgenia becomes Vgenio or
Vgenaki.
Translator’s note: At least here, in this village whose name when translated means “tongue island”,
let’s assume that sung things don’t need translation, whatever Greek is sung is immediately understood
by Americans as if it had been sung in English and whatever is sung by Americans is immediately
understood by Greeks as if it had been sung in Greek. Maybe this even extends to verses just recited
too, not only to songs. There we go…
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Lys’strataki
ACT 1
Stavros is seen on a TV screen (in TV’s Hajinikolaou’s style when in police record) saying:

«Up in the heights of Afghan land where caves are dark like pitch
global cowboys are caught in webs that give a growing itch.

Fate had been cruel to them at home, cruel, hard and quite unfair
but now heat waves and snowy winds are more than they can bear.
For quick results they bombed Iraq , they planned full shock and awe
but when on ground they couldn’t get round the war casualty law
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The minister of tough-shit bull , Rumsfeld, in dissolution
scratches himself from head to toes looking for a solution.

His projects now like a flat tyre show in his hanging cheeks
but a badge-heart from CIA gives him just what he seeks:

Panagiotis wearing headset finds Rumsfeld on the phone and reports:
“Your toughness I pay my respects. Still looking for Bin Ladin?
We have some news at which to jump. We found out where he’s hiding.
In Glossa Skopelos he’s now, translated it’s Tongue Island,
we’re worth our wages, we protect New York, L.A., Long Island.
He’s tall, he’s thin, his skin is dark, to foreigners he’s unknown
to natives he has spread the lie that his name is Buzanow.
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Suddenly we are inside a big Glossa house, in the kitchen, the village postman (played by Yiorgos) is
having coffee , his mom (Argyroula) is cooking, grandpa (Vasilis) is dozing on a chair leaning on a
walking cane, Marina is studying for a chemistry test. At the news about Buzanow Yiorgos’s surprise
and sudden laughter makes the coffee burst out of his mouth.

Yiorgos:-Mom, grandpa, Marina, the Americans have found Bin Laden. It was Nikos.Viva
Buzanden. After Zapata it was Nikos. After Nikos the deluge.
Argyroula: -Theodosia’s Nikos? Our Nikos? Glossa’s Nikos? Mariina! Mariina! Where are
you? Didn’t you hear the news? The Americans say that Theodosia’s Nikos is Bin Laden.
Marina:- And what do I care about everybody’s bullshit? Is that what I set the alarm clock
for? Or to study for today’s chemistry exam?
Argyroula:- If I only come there I’ll show you what you care about and what not. Run to
your father in the souvlaki place and tell him to order to my cousin, the carpenter, a big store
sign writing “Bin Buzanden’s joint”. Still here? Get up and run.
Yiorgos:- OK, just walk, don’t run. By the time mom’s cousin will have the sign ready
another ten bin Ladens’a and doubles will have been located. Mom, the cradle you ordered for
me only rocked Marina, by the time your cousin delivered it I had gone to kindergarten.
Grandpa:-Make it write “Bin Buzanden’s den” not “joint”. Bandits have dens , they have no
joints.
Argyroula:- Say this to your other son to whom you gave money to open a souvlaki place
too. The orders here are given by me who had our store as my dowry so that we don’t pay
rent.
Grandpa:-Say this to my son who takes orders from you. Not to me.
Argyroula:- You just go to study for your Saint Peter’s exam to enter Paradise, you’ll be
taking it pretty soon.
Grandpa:- No, you go and meet Saint Peter. I’ll sit around here to make IKA go bankrupt,
IKA and all pension Funds. Why would I leave the place now that tourist girls with minis and
bikinis will be coming from everywhere? Aah ! It was too early that my generation was born,
there were no minis in our days. Either we were too early or this Laden was too late bringing
tourists with bikinis here.
Argyroula:-You’re only making your entrance to Paradise more difficult. Saint Peter heard
that.
Grandpa:-Saint Peter is a man and he understands me. He doesn’t think like you.
Yiorgos:- You two are fun but I have to distribute the letters and to discuss the news with the
village. What fun we’re going to have today! Let’s see what else is on TV about all this. But
how did it ever occur to them? Aha! They must have taken his oil cans for Molotof cocktails.
(Τhe rest on TV he sees from the door , standing and having put on his mail bag).
Panagiotis continues:
We cornered him, he cannot leave, and thus we can afford
to display manners quite unlike a bad uncultured lord.
We first checked out if in this isle we could spot Europeans
and now we’ll bug their phones until they spill the needed beans.
These would be people to plot with, darkskins would look like Ladens
too obvious they would be to us, we’ll also check islanders”.
Eschelon hounds with bugs for ears and high-tech sets found out
two plotting French and lo-and-behold a suspect German Kraut.
Mark Held and lady, legal wife, and Ben with suspect dog
with no dog’s name but a premier’s to spread well needed fog”
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Stavros (as Hajinikolau in police record again):
“Interviews and interrogations start on Greeks from other places.
Who could believe what brought them here was Glossa’s hidden graces?
Why an Athenian runs the base , called Yiorgos James Bunny?
Could they not find an islander from Glossa who could run it?”
George (Yiorgos) Bunny (played by his son) answers:
“In Athens I had found two jobs and I could earn big money
but my life was just miserable no one would call it honey.
And then it dawned on me in flash, and without second thought,
that my finances and my life would there keep running short.
You there find jobs to pay for debts and cards to pay for things
that you would never need at all where nature her stuff brings.
At the end of day you just can zap, dead tired like digging ditches
and your youth weeps as both your work and life herself seem bitches.
And where can you see green or blue? In fancy downtown places?
Green suburbs and huts by the sea are rare playing-cards like aces.
In Glossa at your balcony you’re waiting for the moon
and twenty cents of cold or hot coffee make you a tycoon.
To make a lengthy story short I came to the conclusion
that if you want to real be rich Glossa is the solution”
Marina has come in too, they’re all laughing their hearts out, Marina is banging her feet on the floor,
grandpa his cane and Mom is banging a big spoon on a table.

Argyroula:- It’s crazy! This is Yiorgos of Antigoni! Are we all going to become celebrities
in Glossa?
Grandpa:- I’m going to the café. Today’s chat is going to be something else! I wouldn’t miss
it for anything.
Stavros (as Hajinikolau interviews/interrogates one more character with eye-glasses):
Suspect will also be any word and idea or decision
of all school teachers not from there, let’s hear them with precision.
Marina has gone to hysterics from laughter, moving her hand in the style “I can’t take any more
laughs, I’ll die”, she is screaming:

Marina:-Terrorist, my foot! This is our professor of literature!
Argyroula:- Isn’t this mister Mihalis who gave me your grades the other day? He is a little
“somehow” in his mind but he is a good man. I also see his wife in Jimmy’s market when we
do our shopping. Isn’t his house across Nikos Angeletos’? Some years ago he used to live up
there near Faneromeni, at the side of Vangelitsa Sideri’s house.
Mihalis (played by Mihalis who is a studious student and with eye-glasses):
“A traveler and photographer who was my closest friend
once told me Glossa is heavenly and showed me what he meant:
A photograph unlike the ones you see in packs of many
was one that he had shot amazed from the Faneromeni.
It showed a small cloud right in front of him passing like running
to go still lower, white and smooth, humid yet warm and shining,
like rabbit spotted and surprised seeking its nest to hide in.
Aristophanes’ cloud birds to me all this reminded
where in a heavenly resort some birds to live were guided.
They strolled above adrenalin, toxin and bullshit’s sound
no crappy facts like on TV to breach their life were found.
This hit me like a sudden fit of sizzling inspiration
and I was not even obliged to change my occupation.
In just five minutes, even three, I would go to my school
and all “Good morning”s heard and said would make me already full.
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In Athens my hours and my days would pass and feel like waste
in buses filled elbow to chest, running in sweaty haste.
So they were right all those who said that for all things you’re buying
there you become a slave and live in sad grey quarantine”.
George Bunny:
“OK,OK, we got your point you poet and learned scholar
a vicious circle threatens you in Athens for each dollar
but please just now explain to me how your wife said “I’ll come”
my own life’s lady was from here, we met in base Tacan”
Mihalis:
This part was just the easiest of all, I asked her “are you in?”
and when she heard Glossa is the place she said “To pack begin” ”
Stavros as Hajinikolau:
‘I’m JEALOUS! JEAEALOUOUS!! These guys have time of their own. All to themselves. I
want to go fishing, eat swordfish on charcoal not cross swords on TV windows”.
Up to now Stavros-Hazinikolau was seen on TV screen, the TV being on a table, now he rises and we
see that he is a full tall man whose head is in a TV box which he rests on a table every now and then.
He tries to take it out of his head and unable to do this he finally pushes forward and at least he busts
the glass and his head comes out, still having the TV as a collar. Then he joins George Bunny and
Mihalis on the stage and all three of them sing (in the melody of “na borousa sta synnefa naha ena
venzinadiko”):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PctAepLJolE&feature=related
If my store was way overcloud,
time for life would at last be found
for the nut-house I’d not be bound
when town vibes would not be around.
I just want my life back alive and not on screen
so just to begin
I break out of that glass.
All my dreams again start as I go to those mounts
returning to my ground
up there way overcloud.

(here Stavros manages to throw away the TV collar and he kicks it off stage)

I might as well just forget about town-life to even wonder,
it’s such a pain in the ass in the free land where I wander.
Rent, loans, cards, gas for the sane and nut
and then run to find a parking lot
as if this bad joke was nothing but
a theater farce played on you by God.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
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ACT 2
Under the sound of slow rock (like in desert scenes of “Paris Texas”) Buzanos, played by Stamatis,
slowly emerges from a big wheeled dustbin which he uses as home. The reason he emerges slowly (by
pushing on the lid with his head) is that he doesn’t want to spill his coffee which he holds in one hand
while he holds his cassette player in the other. He finally lands on the street, he yawns and stretches
(now the music becomes Bob Marley’s verse “I woke up this morning to face the rising sun”(from
“Three little birds” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LanCLS_hIo4 ) then he lies down on the street , head
leaning on his dustbin, and pushes the button of his cassettes player and the slow rock is again heard.
Vaso enters and he’s looking at her from street level like Diogenes was looking at Alexander the
Great.

Vaso:
-So you are Buzano?
Stamatis:
-Unshaved but reporting for duty. What do you teach?
V:-You mean you teach too?
S:-Yes, poetry, but don’t tell anybody.
V:-Why?
S:-If the taxmen hear about this they will tax me for the beers people treat me.
V:-Maybe you’re the taxman taxing everybody in beers.
S:-A whole village can’t sustain a sidewalk philosopher?
V:-Yes, but why sustain the same person all the time? All should be taking turns
philosophizing and being sustained to have a break, one month each. Or set a lottery ticket
and the winner has a break and philosophizes and the guys with just lucky last digit just have
free beers or cigarettes.
S:-Subversive ideas for the establishment.
V:-You mean the establishment of loafers?
S:-You’re going to take away my clientele if you keep repeating these things. Why don’t do
some loafing yourself instead?
V:-Why don’t you tell me one of the poems that you teach instead?
S:-You want one that was written in the time of the newly rich but turns out to be relevant in
the time of the newly poor too? About social security and pensions and saunas and spas and
multivitamins? Here’s poetry’s version of all that:
Rat poison for pensioners and vitamins for children
mending underwear for soldiers to do patriotic acts
I send you a message on a tam-tam with fax
drop olive oil and cook with Vitamax
you are bewitching et tu es ravissante
I look for you in saunas and in Turkish hamams
One demonstration ten microphones
maximum volume and the lousiest of tones
Thousands of bipeds in the streets hearing walkmans all having washed with the same
savons
We’ve sold ourselves in the city’s bazaar
just for a suit to show off who we are.
My era and age you remind me of Caesar and morituri te salutan
I’m growing older and on fours I start walking but no hitchhike, cars are letting me down
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We’ve sold ourselves in the city’s bazaar
just for a suit to show off who we are.
Elephant bullets and we’re the targets they shoot
and we are showing off in our new suit.
V:-Quite a pessimist your poet, don’t you think?
S:-He has written even more pessimistic lines.
V;-Oh, really? How much more pessimistic can he get?.
S:
Only an earthquake now can save us, a cataclysmic world event
cutting us all thin like parsley to keep away our mankind’s end.
V: -Some trace of optimism just for a change?
S:
Herein we lie in peace, announce to others,
lost from their vulgar herd and from their bothers
V:-Αha! You are a real specialist on Unclose. Do you know more poems of his?
S:
Necessity can’t be escaped even by a real god
I never trust your tough-shit wars neither for good or bad
and not even a water gun I keep in my backyard.
V: -The students told me you used to be friends with Unclose way back when he still lived.
How come? Great minds think alike as the saying goes? Or you just had your first name
“Nick” in common? Or you wanted to be close to a celebrity?
S:-Oops, teacher lady, you haven’t done your homework correctly at this point. His name is
“Unclose” which doesn’t mean unclosed to everyone, to fame etc. It means not close to
anyone, he didn’t want many others to get close to him nor himself get close to many others.
Got it now?
V:-Oh! One never stops learning. You can even teach teachers , not just students. Frankly I’ve
only noticed it now that Unclose differs from Unclosed. Sorry.
S:-It’s OK. Just let me change a cassette to dance a couple of rounds to get over some bad
vibes you almost gave me.
Stamatis dances the following two verses of the same poet:
If you mock me I’ll tell you that you’re fired
and when hangover’s over I’ll leave you ungoodbyed
S: -Well, how did you recognize me? Did your students tell you I had a beard?
V: -No, they told me you had a wheeled dustbin. I was teaching about Diogenes and the kids
asked me if he was a Buzanos. The analogy they picked on was that he rolled the big jar in
which he slept anywhere he wanted his house to be and you roll your wheeled dustbin.
S :-You’re definitely going to close down my house. It’s not just house tax I’m going to
have to pay if all this talk gets around. They’ll charge me even a luxury tax. Out of jealousy
for having something like those trailer-houses tourists have for vacations. That’s how my
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sister’s husband left his motorbike and took up a donkey again and now honks by mouth
before going around corners.
V:-What you mean he honks by mouth?
S:-E-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-ee-e!.
V:-I wonder what’s next to learn in Tongue Island!
S:-So are you becoming a polyglot or a polymath?
V:-Rather a Glossopath.
S:- Haha! You are fun. And a literature professor I guess. What poems do you teach
these days?
V:-The Moonlight sonata. Have you read it?
S:-No, moonlight is dangerous to my health.
V:-In what sense?
S:-It makes me visible at night and somebody shot me while I was pushing my bin. When the
school kids saw the bullet holes they said I was shot by Americans and found me names like
DustBin Laden, Bin Buzaden, etc and were paraphrasing the verses of Hajidakis’ “Kemal” to
make limericks about the event and called their verses “The Moonlight Ballad”. Maybe it
sounds narcissistic but after such a honor to me and my bin I wouldn’t listen to any Moonlight
Sonata whether by composers or by poets.
V:-Who gave you get a wheeled dustbin? Isn’t this model a property of the state?
S:-It was Honorary Award. The village had awarded to Andreas a wheelchair with a motor for
the entertainment that he offers with his broadcasting station, and then to me the village
awarded the wheelbin for the cassette player and the verses. Well, Father Alexis did put a
helping hand in that when he said in the church that the music I offer free of charge is high
quality, and thus half-jokingly half-seriously I found a house. Trailer house from your own
village even if it’s a dustbin.
V:-Like they say «Adidas from your village even if made of car-tire”?
S:- Aaa!! You’re one of us! What can I offer you as honorary award. Do you want a coin
from the junta years. It even has that sign of phoenix regenerated out of his ashes.
V:-How come you kept it?
S:- I tell people who dislike me that I liked the junta and I hope that in this way I make
some people dislike the junta.
Β:-Α!, quite a way of your own for sabotage. May I give you as honorary award a loaf of
bread? So as to say “bread-verses-entertainment” like those days they shouted “breadeducation-freedom”?
S:-Can you rather make it a beer?
V:-OK, tell Mathilde to add it to my account in her kiosk.
S: -Write it on my hand and sign it so that she believes me.
V: -This is the new banking system? Hands as live checks. Don’t forget not to wash your
hand before endorsing the check.
S:-With so many checks written on me all day long I would either end up drunk by drinking
all beers at one sitting or I would never get a chance to take a shower so as not to ruin the
checks. That’s why I keep telling them “Don’t rush, wait for your turn, do not all leave your
autographs on the same day, you’ll all have a chance sooner or later”.
V: -Gee! You brought a new meaning and dimension to the expression “I have written money
off”.
S:-Some checks I do wash off.
V: -Which ones?
S:-Those that are for amounts much bigger than one beer. They’re not given without a goal,
and this means a bad goal. It’s like helping a politician in an election campaign. So if
somebody signs on me an amount that makes him look like a sponsor I drink one beer to his
health and give him back the change. OK, I think I talk too much. I, too, like to hear things.
And sure you have plenty to tell me.
V:-You know what Gandhi had said about Western Civilization?
S:-No. What?
V:-That it would be a good idea because it still doesn’t exist.
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S:-Now both you and Gandhi just sent me somewhere else! What was thaaat!!! What’s your
name?
V:-Paz
S:-Paz! That means Peace, doesn’t it? If Americans heard us they would think it’s a code
name used among terrorists like us.
V:-Thus they would get a hiccup. Don’t they say you get a hiccup when somebody far away
is thinking of you?
Panagiotis in CIA wearing his bug headset is heard talking to himself really having a hiccup. “Fuck

it.(hic) How did they get sniff of me? They’re really cunning these terrorists. (hic ) And I
really bet “Paz” is a code name (hic ) not a real name. And having found out about me is
evidence for their guilt (hic ) why would they think about me (hic-hic-hic) otherwise?
V:-How do they manage to get terrorized by peace and not by war?
S:-When they bombard from the high and they don’t get killed they christen it “war” in order
to say they win. When they land and do get killed they christen it “peace” in order not to say
they lose but that they are peace fighters killed by war-lovers.
V:-If I had you as a student I would give you straight A’s. Do you have answers for
everything?
S:-It depends on the questions.
V:-How come you didn’t go to town and become a beatnik?
S:-I heard they meet in towns to think about how to go to villages. I’m already in a village, so
why go at all to those meetings?
Panagiotis:
-I can’t make out what Bin Laden is up to. He sure lives on alms just to hide he’s the
billionaire we’re looking for. And it’s sure no coincidence that years back Mark and his wife
had been photographed in front of our Twin Towers.
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And the German’s name “Ben” is sure a distraction from “Bin”. It must have started as “Bin”
then it went to “Been” and “Bean” like Mister Bean and finally it went completely under
cover as “Ben”. What else could it come from? Ben as in Ben Hur? And why did he call his
dog “Mitsotaki”? ΟΚ, it’s the name of a Greek ex-premier but why choose that particular
premier and not some other premier? Obviously because it sounds as Japanese as can be.It’s
almost Kawasaki, or rather , aha!! Nagasaki, bingo!! He must be one of those who want
retaliations for Hiroshima. Thank God there a re people like me who still remember Pearl
Harbor . Weren’t the Japs and the Krauts allies in the previous war? And who is this Gandi?
His full name must be something like Bin Ganden. He sure doesn’t sell the Candy Laundry
machines nor has he any relation to geese and ganders. What’s good for the Landen is good
for the Ganden as the saying goes And the hiccup I had some minutes ago shows that these
guys are spying on me having me on their minds all the time. It all checks. At some point
he’ll make the fatal mistake that will turn the evidence I gather into proof. And then I’ll get
tenure. But even apart from my own promotion, if you ask me, I don’t really think we need
more proof. What he says about Western Civilization shows quite well what he is and what
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he stands for. And, anyway, just what quality of a person is somebody who doesn’t like the
American way of life? This all reminds me that terrorist of ours, Unabomber. I see so many
analogies. That one was a university professor in mathematics, yet left town to live in a log
hut without electricity. This one is not a mathematician but he is a philosopher, brains and
education cannot be hidden . He must lead us to the weapons of mass destruction. But even if
we don’t find weapons, isn’t what these two are discussing a mass destruction anyway? They
set dirty culture bombs full of poems like bacteria that are going to infect and pollute the
American way of life.
In the mean time Stamatis and Vaso just go on

S: -I too have heard a Gandhi gag.
V:-I’m all ears.
S: -They asked him why Indians don’t want to live with the British way of life and he said
that the 50 million British, to live with the British way of life, had to make slaves of one
billion Indians. So if one billion Indians wanted to live with the British way of life how many
trillions of people would they have to make slaves? They would need to discover and enslave
about 10 planets of the size of earth.
Panagiotis:
Αhaaa! There we go! I’m something else!!! Who could cheat the fox? I’m sure they say the
same things about the American way of life too. Preferring souvlakis to Mac Donald
hamburgers. Τhat French who last year burned down the MacDonald stand in his village had
studied in US , in Berkeley, which just so happens to be the place where Unabomber taught
mathematics. Linked!:Unabomber-Berkeley Linked!:Berkeley-Frenchman burning
Hamburger Stand Linked!: Hamburger-Souvlaki Linked!: Souvlaki-Bin Buzanden. It all
starts to hang together. The puzzle at last starts to fit. Any further evidence? Should we make
certain? Well, should we tolerate uncertainty? What are we? Irresponsible persons who think
everything is a coincidence? Do we have the right to risk our lives and our children’s lives
waiting for foolproof evidence. We should send troops out there, troops and agents in cover.
We must make arrests and interrogations. Our troops and our allies’ troops. British, Italian,
Spanish, that’s it , no other ally stands by us.
V:-I think I had interrupted a piece of music you were starting on your cassette player.
Stamatis pushes a button and what follows is the fast rock sequel of the beginning piece:
«Oh, free love free love you’re such hurt and pain.....
(George Bunny is passing by and they give each other five (striking/colliding their palms in
the air with noise). The song goes on)
......so do decide at last what you do want”
Others gather , mainly first year high school kids going back home from school.
The song goes on:
«I’m one but a lion, you’re all made of cheese,
God where do I get that from? All that expertise! ...»
Buzanden points to himself in playful pride saying:
“Yes! That’s real me! Where do I get all my graces from? Give me a spit-spit so that people
who are jealous of my life can’t harm me with their bad eye”
The twelve year olds all give him a spit-spit in unison.

Stamatis:- Thanks a lot kids. With all that saliva I can also comb my hair. And, of course, I
can avoid bad eye for a couple of weeks. But just in case, do bring me some garlic from
Nectaria in the green grocery.
Rena (of Theresa, the pharmacist’s wife): -Nectaria has closed for noon, I think my dad is
still in the drugstore, will garlic pills do for the bad eye?
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S:-If they do for cooking then they’re OK
The fast refrain is heard: (melody of http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3VDBRwzTME )

“Lapsing-lapsing-lapsing I’m collapsing
and I just can’t take no more
I will fall in love with Bush and Reagan
with Popeye and with Zoro
I want no woman ever anymore!”
George Bunny sings in the same melody:
“Pissing-pissing-I need to go pissing
I can’t hold myself no more
I will wet the whole square and the tavern
a couple of shops and the drugstore
He leaves running crossing his hands over his fly, Buzanden answers him singing:

“Just hold it till in front of your own door”.
Nina (of Mathilde the kiosk owner):
-George Bunny is running like George Rabbit
Dimitra (the young sister of Despina and Ellie):-So he got a promotion.
George the youngest:-You think he’ll get a raise too?
Johnny (the dancer):-If we congratulate him on his promotion from bunny to rabbit you think
he’ll treat us a coke?
All twelve year olds together:
Long live Bin Buzanden! Long live Bin Buzanden!
Panagiotis:
-So that was it! Now everything’s been confirmed beyond any rational doubt! Now I have
proofs that they know it’s Bin Laden and they call him Bin Buzanden to distract us. Glossa is
aiding and abetting terrorists. Oh, yes, there is going to be army there. If we wouldn’t stand
uncertainty we certainly won’t tolerate the certainty that they are terrorists. Fact:Landen is
Bin Landen Fact: Buzanden carries a bin. Fact: Landen, Buzanden and Gandi all carry an and
sound , coding something of course, they must be initials for a terrorist instruction most
probably. My boss will like the way I think. I can’t wait to tell him of my findings.
Lakis plays Rumsfeld: (on the wall he has a frame with his face as in the following
photo……)
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Lakis-Rumsfeld:-Have you looked up what busanow means? Maybe it’s a code name in
some language.
Panagiotis:-It means “divine”
Lakis-Rumsfeld:-There we go! Muslim fanatics!
Panagiotis:-But it’s a Polish word
Lakis-Rumsfeld:-Now I’m confused. The Polish are our allies. Oh. What am I talking about,
clear as delight, they’re cunning but I’m smarter, he chose a Polish name as a distraction.
Besides, his convictions speak for themselves. Aah, listen to that one! Not liking the British
or American way of life! Clear as daylight! Why do they frequent the souvlaki stand? Of
course they consider MacDonald an invader. Complete backwardness and indifference to real
progress. Like that French you said burned down his village’s MacDonald stand. And he had
even studied in US. Ungrateful guys these terrorists , aren’t; they? No ethics. Oh!Oh!Oh!
Why would I go as far as France? Greeks had their own souvlaki terrorist. Once I was passing
in a half businesss half vacation trip from there and I saw on TV a guy with a moustache ,
certainly he was a souvlaki place owner, and he had a pigtail , he certainly was an anarchist
too, and he was singing something like ..let me see.. OK, I even got it on my lap top, I liked
the words but in a context I created for myself, the original context must have sure been about
souvlakis I also liked his body language , it reminded me of myself”.
His laptop sings, he dances , adding some boxer’s movements since he specializes in box too (does he
specialize in anything else? Just in OSP (office of special plans) and tough-shit gags coming from and
addressed to his fellow-admirers of Al Capone who like Rumsfeld himself are moronic and illiterate
whether they have a Princeton degree like him or not). The (as moronic as he) song is:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8oCmzONiW8

However I, I, I, oh yeah, I
will never be replaced by anyone in your whole life
because it’s you, you, you, yes babe you,
who will desire me even more when we’re all through.
(He goes back to talking instead of singing)
-They are clearly talking about souvlakis and intestines . If they are to leave all that for
hamburgers they will miss it so much that they will want it even more.
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By the time he sings the end of this he is foaming with craze and rage and as he stops dancing and
regains his poise (with movements imitating the body language of Ninjas as they calmly and almost
ritually put their sword back in its case) he also resumes the posture he has in the ridiculous picture
we saw above and see below and which all this time we see in an expensive frame on the wall as if it
represents his best self which he is trying to emulate, reach, preserve, conserve etc.
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ACT 3
The island is filled up with Americans and allies, British, Spanish, Italians, “thi thenior”, “si seniorina” ,
“oh yes” , “oh yeah”, etc in fatigues and in civilian clothes (which boys play? The blond ones and the
tall ones; in the evening walk the blond go like “oh yeah” the dark ones go like “thi thenior” etc)

Setting: We are in the kitchen of Argyroula, the mother of Marina. The mom is absent.

Helen: -Wow! Marina, we haven’s had such a gathering since we were student like you and
held meetings.
Marina: -OK, will we ever vote? My mom will be back from the souvlaki stand and will
want us to let her too vote if we don’t hurry.
Lena:-After so much bla-bla I forgot what we are voting on. Can somebody tell me what we
started from and what we ended up with?
Nikoletta: -Those of us who just came from Athens and study in the university communicate
to you what the political party youths are saying to the young women in Glossa which is
under occupation. They should segregate all the occupation troops , especially if they are
Americans, whom all we inhabitants of Glossa should call cowboys but in a tone that makes
clear that it doesn’t have anything to do with the admiration we had for the cowboys we once
were seeing in westerns. And we, the women, should keep them at a distance or we’ll be seen
as traitors.
Lys’strataki (played by Ellie):- But those of us who never entered such political party
youths see things differently. OK, maybe I only speak for myself and don’t represent all
women of Glossa, but let whoever disagrees speak up and say I don’t represent her. So many
times so far, that out village or our next neighbor village were visited by students form
Denmark or Cyprus when we still were in the high school , we would consider as
unimaginable to impose such unnatural limitations and padlocks and chains on our hearts.
Idylls would just happen naturally when they happened or would be forgotten naturally again
when they were forgotten. Not because we had criteria based on profession , nation, social
class, political party and I don’t know what else too. Now shall we discriminate and put in
the corner some soldiers just because they’re Americans even when like men and like
persons we do think they do count to us? No, we shall not out put them in a corner. If we fall
in love with someone and if he falls in love with us I propose we should tell him “Look: I
don’t put chains on my heart. I like you. I don’t hide that either from myself or from you. But
even if I like you very much, I won’t propose you nor will I accept your proposing me as
along as you remain the cute little robot of every tough-shit-phony-macho leader. Did you
read what the newspapers write during the NATO bombings of Yugoslavia about the
statements of an old French NATO general? He had said “I do not understand what kind of
soldier is the one who bombs from a height which guarantees no casualties. Don’t they
believe enough in their own war to be willing to risk their lives? To be willing to kill without
risking getting killed is the definition of the criminal , not of the soldier” This was the
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doctrine of Military Academies in the days of the old general’s youth. So even if I fall in love
with you I will not obey my heart as long as you’re one of those phony males who obey those
criminal orders. I guess you don’t complain , do you?”
Mahi:- Lys’strataki! Wow! Either your godmother the philologist was a future-seeress or she
made a self-fulfilling prophecy. She gave you the name Lysistrata and you’ve just turned out
what your name says you are. Girls, do you remember that other philologist miss Catherine,
who was telling us in the rehearsals of Lysistrata that this name means “army dissolver”? I
propose an applause for our Lysistrata…
Vangelitsa:-Why did I have to become 23 to realize that Lys’strataki is the diminutive of
Lysistrata?
Mahi:- Because you kept on taking the math and physics options and not the literary ones
when we were students. You interrupted me, what was I saying? Oh: Girls: I propose an
applause for our Lysistrata, and then, if voting turns in favor of her proposal let’s take an
oath like when we were taking the Lysistrata oath in those rehearsals with miss Catherine.
Magda:-And I propose, I mean in case her proposal does take the majority of the votes, to
give that oath in song form so that we don’t forget it like we don’t forget songs. And the
melody to which we shall fit it I think should be the melody of the song “Christinaki” because
it both sounds like “Lys’strataki” and refers to fellow students in a class and also it was
written by that poet who had come to school with that group that showed us how to make a
radio broadcast. Remember? And now the applause we said. It’s overdue.
APPLAUSE
Curtain falls and opens immediately, supposedly for voting and for setting up the oath-song.

Helen:-So that was unanimous. Even you preferred it to political party youths Nikoletta, eh?
Nikoletta:-What you think we are? Male chauvinist women? We’re normal women. With
flesh and blood. Just great! Everyone ready? All of us one hand on our heart the other raised
as fist , I mean those who already learned it by heart. Those who still need to hold their copy
with the lyrics keep it on your raised hand, no big deal if it’s not a fist. The hand on the heart
should be mandatory for all. Ready?
ALL:-YE-E-E-E-E!
st

(Despoina who always leads the choir gives the tune singing the 1 stanza first alone then joined)

THE OATH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ilMq7ftI-1w

Ten women at their marriage time with Lys’strato as their leader
conferred while fixing dinner
a bright idea dawned on them to save the world in their way
a thought like sunny Mayday.
We’ll never use lockers or chains for our hearts and our bodies
we’ll never leave our high days
with soldiers if we fall in love even if they are cowboys
provided they’re men always.
But to see a boy as a man not like a shitbomb thrower
scared shitless to fly lower
he must talk back to chieftain Bush show tongue to such commander
as we do in Tongue Island.
In our island become men in our isle become human
and then deserve a woman.
Those among you who’ll be such men will never be unhappy
and they will join the party.
Fishing and scuba instead of bombs carefree days and tomorrows
instead of spreading sorrows.
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Diving from high into deep sea, into our arms and lovenights
by dark, by moon, by sunlights.
We wish you well our Lys’strato, Lys’strata, Lys’strataki
you made us very happy
you showed the road has not been lost to love’s beloved embraces
and helped out our best graces.
(At the end of the oath they all embrace and hug and kiss Lys’strataki (Ellie). Again Despoina makes
the start).

CURTAIN FOR CHANGE OF SETTING FROM KITCHEN TO VILLAGE SQUARE
Neverado, the head of the village council, whom people call “mayor”, has some objections:
A café table, Neverado’s drink is untouched , he is nervous, and stands up and talks as if giving an
oration. George Bunny and Michael (Mihalis, the teacher) are drinking as they are listening to him:

Neverado:-They doubly expose us. And I don’t even count how much they expose me as a
head of the council for not being able to impose order and ethics. On the one hand they
expose our village to danger by playing tough and talking back to Americans and on the
other hand they expose us as men by not ruling Americans out as if there were no village
men , or Greeks in general, up to their taste.
Michael : -Neverado you are contradicting yourself. Make up your mind if what you want to
say is something in favor of Americans or against.
George Bunny: -My little good boy Neverdo-y decide at last: What do they expose us with?
By ruling them out or by ruling them in? Is that clear enough for you or should I make it even
clearer?
Neverado:-You just think like that because you are not from here, you’re strangers. The girls
belong to us, so it is us who feel for them and it is us whom they expose.
Maria (who was just passing stops and talks to them without sitting down): -Mayor, pl-ea-ea-se!
What are you saying to our teacher?! What strangers and bullshit! We love our teachers.
Neverado: -You just say that to get better grades.
George Bunny:- OK, Neverdo-y my boy. So you can get drunk even without touching your
drink. What grades are you talking about? Don’t you see a whole woman who graduated three
years ago?
Michael:-Let me explain to you Neverado…
George Bunny:-No you won’t . I will do the explaining. You’ll start mentioning poetry and
high culture stuff and he won’t understand a thing. Sit down Neverdo-y:
He stands up and sits Neverado on the chair he stood up from, while Michael sits Maria on
Neverado’s chair and goes to get an orangeade for her:

George Bunny: -So: Instead of saying that your village’s girls expose you with how they play
tough and talk back to Americans and also with how they don’t rule Americans out, why
don’t you say that they are really great both in love matters and in your specialty, ethics,
because they play tough and talk back to tough shit type of men and rule them out but they
also are real women and talk back to graceless instructions from political parties and just
rule in real men that their hearts tells them to rule in.
Neverado: -We three do touch somewhere, even just lightly. I wish I had said that myself.
George Bunny:- Well, if there’s agreement between a normal man like me, a culture freak
like him and an ethics nerd like you, there must be something right in what they agree on. The
committee is above any single political party.
Neverado:-Yet the issue is not over. I wish it were but something else worries me too. But I
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have trouble saying it. At depth what our disagreement consisted in was…Well, what can I
say? Don’t you see for yourselves? You Maria? Don’t you see it?
Maria (to Michael):-Sir, why don’ you tell him to say it with a song just in case it comes out
better? That’s what you used to tell us to do when we had a problem with self-expression
when writing compositions and the recipe always worked.
Michael:-Why repeat it after you said it perfectly? C’mon Neverado, it you can’t get it out in
your own words say it with a song that talks about it.
Michael(turning to Maria and smiling): -So you do remember that , eh?
Neverado: (humming to himself): -Mm, mmmm-mmmmm hm, it’s really coming out better in
singing. OK, you are worth your salary as a literature instructor. Send for the girls, I want to
talk to them.
George Bunny: -OK then. Listen everybody. Neverado is going to express himself. Maria
call your friends, we’ll be waiting.
Neverado (to the girls who have gathered and are looking at them) sings in the tune of an old
song of the German occupation when Greece had been visited by troops from Germany, Italy, Britain,
Indies :

Lysistrata who the dads are going to be?
Lysistrata who the dads are going to be?
If your daughter answers “yes”
and her brother answers “si”
laughing stocks of the whole country we will be
Lysistrata answers in the same melody (and then the girls repeat in chorus):
Let a real Greek be the father of one son
a flamenco dancer be his sister’s dad
for their brother’s dad and father
a cowboy would be no bother
if he’s not a chickenhawk but a real man
(By the time the chorus repeats that the American soldiers come and do hear that . The girls continue
now addressing them and accompanying they lyrics with dance-pantomime expressing the same. Ellie
sometimes just dances with her hands, moving them as if arguing in a speech, sometimes joins
dancing)

Girls:
(In the melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”)
We could like George Bush or even the whole gang
if they face themselves in mirrors and start crying
if they keep on tough-shit playing
read our lips what we are saying
is that they’d be more of men if they were fangs.
Soldiers (in the same melody):
(dancing in style reminding parades or military training exercises e.g. pushups, frog-leaps etc)

We’re not all like our Bill Clinton or George Bush
please don’t blame us keep in mind that we’ve been used
please don’t just prepare to fight
if we’re blind then we need sight
and we need a chance to show our hearts are good.
Girls (in the same melody):
OK guys what we’ve just told you is not that bad
we don’t mean to hurt you nor play hard- to-get.
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To our beaches let’s go swimming
then to our bars for some drinking,
your commander would allow it but don’t bet.

Soldiers (in the same melody):
(They have suddenly put on sunglasses, have put aside rifles and they have taken out of their armysacks fish-rods, frogmen’s shoes, snorkels, bathing suits, tennis rackets, beach-volley balls, cassette
players etc.etc)

If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands
and please take some kind of license from your moms.
Now we have a Glossa accent
and our Texas tone is absent
yet we feel we make proud our true cowboy dads.
(Suddenly Argyroula shows up and sings to them frowned and with fists on her hips, and mainly
addressing her song to George, a soldier who was approaching Marina, her daughter. As we’ll see,
phone numbers are the least they have, since long, exchanged)

Take a good look at me and just read my lips
I can send you back to mom packed just like chips
just don’t see me as a host
if you think you can play boss
and if hawk is your game split and just get lost.
(George gives a startle and jumps back and gestures to Marina that they will speak on telephone)

Then nature takes her way:
The approach between the two groups and the gradual loosening of the mistrust vibrations is better
described through songs and choreography which more or less go as in the following chain of songs:
http://www.wahtsontv.co.uk/video/youtube/id/2a0ikm5lYV0

Tonight let’s reach down to the beach
let’s dance and swim, let’s sing and drink
just join us pal and come it will be fun
the party will be waiting for the sun.
Let’s hear together what night has to say
let’s wait together for another day.
(Same song as once played in a schooyeard party
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZWV4lkjEQ4&feature=related (at 3:38))

(The curtain falls in the sound of these when it opens again they’re all in bathing suits amd have in
hands rackets and tennis balls or volley balls and cassette players. Alex the fat is holding a grill
instead of a racket and also a chain of sausage links)

They all dance hasaposerviko at the continuation of this (in Greek). For a small while the
Americans make clumsy or wrong steps but immediately they learn by carefully watching the
girls dancing. Suddenly the music changes to American music and then it’s the girls who
make some clumsy and wrong starts but they immediately learn by watching the Americans
carefully)
They all dance “Speedy Gonzales” and “Bossa nova baby”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iALGml0BQoI , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PxHs7OMZcWM
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Argyroula’s voice is heard from a distance shouting to her daughter:
-Marina , have you seen your gran’pa?
Marina:-Isn’t he in the cafeteria on the beach?
(Curtain closes and opens. The soldiers have made a circle around him and are hiding him. He does
speak English, he has been an immigrant in his youth)

Argyroula (passing far from them with a chain of sausages held on the other end by Alex):
- But where did he go? In hiding?
The following song is heard, the soldiers dance it with big jumps as if they had realized what the lyrics
say and the girls look at them in bafflement both because of the coincidence of leaps with lyrics and
because no such dance exists. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwa16wgIU88&feature=related

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire,
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Vangelitsa is talking to an intellectual-looking soldier and they seem to be talking about how similar
the songs of all countries are. They’re also looking at each other very warmly.

The following song is heard at the site where the soldiers and the grandpa are:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrOwgufbUjI

So dance and dance and dance again, for shoes just have no pity
’ts enough for them to take their rest the hours that you’re sleeping.
Dance your steps real hard and kick her
the earth will eat us we won’t eat her.
This same earth we all step on now
we’ll all enter when we go down.
Thanassis who is blond and tall plays a Texan soldier. He grabs the other end of the walking-cane of
the grandpa like the first girls dancing is holding the second’s handkerchief and starts dancing, thus
the grandpa feels as if he himself were dancing too and follows the beat sitting with his feet only. In
the meantime Ellie-Lys’strataki is eyeing Thanassis and he too is eyeing her.

The next song that is heard is :
Oh darling, save the last dance for me http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-XQ26KePUQ
The girls start dancing it with each other , the Americans are looking at each other , then they go over
to them and gently pat them on their shoulder to look back, for them to ask them to dance with them
not with each other. Then sticking to the partners that had chosen each other they go on to dance
blues with the following song:

Je t’aime, moi non plus http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2C98G-9rJk
The next song is background to a first love quarrel that we witness, between a soldier (Johnny, played
by Yiannis) and a high school student (played by Kike) . On what reason? Yiannis suggested the
following: As they’re dancing blues he attempts to kiss her or touch her a little lower than her back
and waist, she is shy in public and reaches with one hand behind herself to slap (lightly) his hands
every time they become too bold, suddenly she does decide to kiss him in public ; at that point his cell
phone rings and he, instead of turning it off to reciprocate the kiss, does answer the call, at which
points he slaps him with a very resounding blow sending the cell phone meters away, all soldiers
applaud , girls laugh, he stands at a loss, his phone keeps ringing from the ground, Kike’s eyes are
flaming as she is staring at him flushed with anger, she tells him “Is that how the rules in your
village go? Leaving a wedding party to go dig ditches?” During the following song we see pantomime
and body language of anger, despair, apology, mutual chasing, reconciliation:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kOIXEi3AaA

Tonight like kids we had again
that quarrel for whatever,
that quarrel for whatever.
You sat enough your turn to stand,
you talked enough now it’s my turn,
now you leave and I remain,
the same old tune forever.
Quarrel one and two and three,
then quarrel four and five,
I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me
our love just can’t survive
Then the blues song and dance are resumed

Argyroula’s voice is heard from a distance shouting to her daughter: - Marina where are youououou?
The refrain of Margarita Margaro is heard: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzFVyBFTzIw&feature=related

Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
Kike and Marina are shown (in scenes that supposedly have happened already) throwing ropes to the
soldiers* played by George and by Johnny to come to their rooms. Miltos who also is blond and tall is
also seen under the balcony of Maria , the ex student we saw earlier, throwing pebbles to her
window as a signal for rope throwing , this happening under the sounds of:

Knock three times on the ceiling if you want me
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yii1ufTyOWs&feature=related

Then things get even hotter

(in the melody of http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNSzJ7j7KkE )
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
Then we hear wild parts of:“Tuti fruti” and “Johnny Β. Goode”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLXR5WsHTWY , http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kew3Xx6e8-I&feature=related

(while the scene goes back and forth between beach dancing and under-bedsheet dancing in
the dark bedrooms behind the balcony doors. We end up on the beach:)
Kike and Marina are both having birthdays , they become sixteen. They both blow out candles
writing 16, on a cake. Bystanders applaud, they both play the same prank on Yiannis
(Johnny) and George who are coming running to their open arms but they embrace each other
(the two girls) instead of their lovers leaving for them just thin air to embrace, then Johnny is
giving Kike a flower and a cassette which they put on a cassette player and it is Chuck
Berry’s “Sweet little sixteen”, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzY28Unb3v0 they kiss and the
bystanders applaud.
Argyroula who has by now found the grandpa tells him:
-You used to be an immigrant in US. So maybe you can understand better what the song
says, I can’t make out with all those guitars and drums that cover the music:
Gran’pa:-Sweet little sixteen.
*Some girls really drop ropes and the boys climb on the stage where e.g. some flower pots on
classroom-desks may represent balconies, unless we combine videotapes of real balcony climbing by
the actors.
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Argyroula:-How romantic! Ask them to give it to us to copy. I will also be playing it in the
souvlaki stand. To our girl that donkey’s ass didn’t make a dedication? No flowers either?
They both come form the same country. In his village the cows have eaten the cowland’s
flowers?
Grandpa:-Take a better look. Isn’t that what he’s doing?
George is taking out of his jacket and gives Marina a flower and a cassette and we hear
on the cassette player:
“You’re sixteen you’re beautiful and you’re mine” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wjy-OMIyXbg
Argyroula:-Oh, poor kid, I took everything all wrong. Tell me what the songs says.
Grandpa: -You’re sixteen you’re beautiful and you’re mine.
Argyroula:-Tell him to drop dead. Sixteen year olds have to study for their entrance exams
and for the coaching school and for their English lessons.
Grandpa: -How come you remembered all of them in one hit. Georgie-boy gives her perfect
English lessons even if he is an American. And he has the same name as our Yiorgos.
Aren’t those two like brothers?
Argyroula:-Has the jerk come to ask for her from her mother? What is she? An orphan?
Listen to that guy! Sixteen , beautiful and his! Let him dare and that rope I found in my
daughter’s wardrobe I’ll pass around his neck and hang him like laundry. Listen to that girl!
Sixteen and she wants to throw ropes, love has scattered her brains all over. To elope with me
your son used a ladder not a rope.
Grandpa:-Why d’you make such a fuss? In Texas they use ropes, not ladders. They use a
lasso to catch cows.
Argyroula:-My daughter ain’t no cow! Let him call his mother a cow. What are you looking
at? When your son threw me the ladder I had not started putting on weight because I didn’t
like my mother’s cooking. When I started to cook we started to put on weight, you son and I.
If you didn’t like my cooking yourself you would be living with your other daughter-in-law.
If both the bride and the groom like to eat , why should a father-in-law have a say?
Grandpa:-And I didn’t even try to say a single thing. Imagine you if I had said something
too!
Argyroula:-Imagine you saying something! Oh: What does he want coming here? You think
he smelled the sausages? Don’t they have sausages in America?
George (speaking slowly and word for word to make sure he is understood):
-Many-happy-returns. I-wish-you-enjoy-your daughter-till-she’s-one-hundred.
Argyroula:- (speaking slowly and word for word to parody him):-Right, I-wish-we-enjoyher, you-yourself-don’t-enjoy-her-too-much-or-you’ll-be-lifted-by-a-cyclone-like-those-youhave-in- your-home-country,-Cowland.
George: -May I dedicate a song to you?
Argyroula:- To me? What song?
George starts a cassette player with a song he had ready for her , at the same time
offering her a bouquet of flowers he was hiding. The song is in the melody of
Theodorakis’ “Tin kopelia mou tin lene Lenio” and the stanza he has chosen to play
goes like: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-Hck8RDajY&feature=relmfu
My heady flo-, my heady flower rose,
my heady rose’s fragrance
I’m coming to your folks
I’m coming to
I’m coming to your folks
to ask them for their blessing
and my match that I love and want.
Argyroula (very glad):-Oh, how very polite! Just like Denis Roper when he proposed
marriage to Kate Garbie in public in Roula’s talk show. My boy I want to kiss you. Come
have a couple of sausages, or three or four , couples I mean. Does you mom like sausages?
They’re my production. I’ll give you some chains to give her. When are you taking a leave to
go to my fellow mother-in-law?
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Grandpa:-Just as we were preparing to give him free of charge some rope for hanging and a
volunteer woman hangman , we suddenly christened him Denis Roper. That’s what I call
progress. At the time of American Aid we were so rich we used sausage chains as dog
leashes. At the time of American occupation we use sausage chains to tie American fellow
mother-in-laws. What a mouthful I said! I wrote history today.
In a film we see the grandpa (whose name is Andrew) taking girls and soldiers to open
sea for dives and swims on his boat while the background music is “The ballad of
Andrew”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwp-dcX75LA&feature=related

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,
breeze just caressed him and his dream
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk.
Hot summer noons Andrew and we,
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,
we dived and swam in open sea,
never as glad before or after.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
George, Yiannis and Miltos take a few days’ leave to go to the States. George in the port is wearing
two chains of sausages sometimes around the neck as girdles and sometimes crossed over his chest
as a guerrilla’s bullet straps. They are wearing uniforms and hold suitcases or military sacks. On
parting with Marina, Kike, Maria who are embracing them from behind no words are said , we just
choose the background song to be:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAimvPAv63M

…You’re for me the little cypress tree
I love in my yard
Who will give to me the kiss I need
and come to my arms?
I’ll be thinking of you
in our secret beach and I’ll wait
for my small and happy little bird…
In a few days they return. George brings as a gift from his mom to Argyroula a cactus flower. Their
girls embrace them face to face. The background song is “Strose to stroma sou gia dyo”:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDpTWkPVCa0&feature=related

Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
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ACT 4
A bench in the village square, Kike is talking with Maria :
Kike:-When I saw the way Lys’strataki was looking at the tall I was sure she liked him a lot.
She had never looked at a man that way. Well, when he looked back I said to myself that
we’re all going to eat their wedding cake before even ours.
Maria:-I just felt it was coming even earlier. I saw Marina’s grandpa wanting to dance like
he did when he was young but being unable to. Then I saw the tall looking at him and having
that idea of catching ol’Andrew’s walking-cane and dancing himself to make him feel he
himself is dancing , through his cane at least. I said to myself that Lys’strataki was right after
all about not all Americans being like Bush. This one seemed to have a heart of gold.
Lys’strataki should have seen this I thought. And he danced in a fantastic way too. And
before I had said this to myself the two were already looking at each other. By the way, can
you explain how an American got so high on a Greek song.
Kike:-Oh! I asked our philologist, mister Michael, and he said that the violin tunes in that
song are very similar to the violin tunes in Texan music so it must have reminded him his
hometown parties.
Maria:-Sounds right. Now that you mentioned it, I think I too have heard such tunes in some
westerns.
Kike:-Haha! Can you imagine Lucky Luke and the Daltons dancing island music? But where
are the other girls. They’re late. Let’s go find them.
Maria:-Oh! I almost forgot. Please bring me the cassette Johnny made you for your birthday,
I want to make myself a copy. I’m not sixteen like you but every time I hear it I’ll be sixteen
again. Especially if I’m not alone but with my long tall Texan. By the way, you both were
terrific with your Johnny, when you gave him that slap when he picked up the phone as you
were kissing him.
Café table in the village square with whiskey and orangeade. The American commander ( a
sizable blond man like John Goodman) is talking with Neverado.
Commander:-Aah, you have a great country, mister Nobodado, even if your names are
impossible to pronounce. But the best thing in your country is something else. When I had
come to your country as a military attaché years ago I had not realized it because on the one
hand I only had eyes for my career and on the other I was trying to learn Greek so I only met
professors and I only was told about ancient Greeks, so I never got to know you. Nobodado
you’re great happy-go-luckies and…
In the meantime little Dimitra, who was just passing, has approached:
Dimitra:-Mister Mayor can I tell you something?
Neverado, says “excuse me” to the commander, rises and goes to her direction:
Neverado:-Yes my child, I’m listening.
Dimitra:- Did he call you Nobodado? This is almost like potato. He’s the one who’s like a
potato, not you! Is the pot calling the kettle black? Why do you let him insult you?
Neverado:-This is not the worst he says. It’s the least. Let’s gulp this too.
He returns to the commander. Dimitra remains watching them from some distance.

Neverado:-What were we saying? Oh: You were going to say what is the best thing you find
in our country.
Commander:- The best in you is that as lovers you’re not just easy riders, but relentless.
Cold executioners.
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Neverado:-What? Something’s all wrong! Are you talking about our own persons, Sir?
You’re misinformed.
Commander:- Oh, c’mon! It’s only you yourself who takes seriously all this bull about order
and ethics; and everybody thinks of you as a nut for that; and as a freak and killjoy. You
think I didn’t learn the way you lead your lives. You don’t even bother to hide your second
lives from your wives. You go around with that proverbial introduction of yours: “This is my
wife; and this is my love life” (he gestures in the air once to show to the right and once to
show to the left as he introduces two imaginary women on his two sides. He continues:)
A great slogan “This is my wife; and this is my lovelife” You should make it your national
anthem
Neverado:-I forbid you to make suggestions about our national anthem
Dimitra leaves after gesturing to him something showing that the commander is all the
way nuts. Neverado runs up to her and tells her:
Neverado: -You see what I meant he says worse.
Dimitra: - Gaaad! Is he what they call a raving lunatic? Even my young sister is not so babylike. He speaks like in the cartoons on TV of Saturday morning.
Neverado: -You’d better leave, you saw enough, he’s very boring, he’ll just say more of the
same.
Dimitra: OK, I leave because the bakery might run out of bread and my mom will yell and
will be right. Sorry I told you that you let him insult you. Don’t mind him. He is just crazy. Is
he very unhappy too about something? Did he lose somebody?
Neverado returns to the commander mumbling to himself:
-Did he lose somebody? Himself as young he lost.
Commander:- Come on! Man to man. You are great prickstickers. Why not admit it? And
you don’t hide from your wives. You should be proud of it.
Neverado: -What are you talking about? Do you seriously think that our emotional life is
exhausted by these childish oversimplifications? These immaturities? You’re insulting us.
Commander:- Insulting you? Why? I’m complimenting you. That’s the way I like you to be.
I too got excited like my soldiers who are head over heels in sex and I thought to myself I
should make a couple of phone calls back home, my home country I mean, the States. Back
there I have both a wife and a lovelife. She’s a young student. I’ve told her I’m in the last
stages of a divorce. But now that I saw you, I just thought of bringing over both of my women
and stop hiding. I’ll be showing them to my soldiers and I’ll be saying “This is my wife and
this is my lovelife”. And I’ll be as proud as a gypsy’s lath-hammer. I did appreciate that
expression of yours. As proud as a gypsy’s lath-hammer! Hahaha! Fantastic!
Neverado:-Are you by any chance jealous of your soldiers because in their age you just
were a career man and you did not dilly-dally when it was your time to do that and you could
afford it and then instead of realizing that all fish and fruit must be eaten in their proper
season you became complexic, and because “know thyself ” is not you cup of tea you want to
say to your soldiers “I too carry a gun”. You see we have many other expressions that may
help you to see yourself more clearly. Don’t stick to “This is my wife and this is my love life”
and to “as proud as a gypsy’s lath-hammer”.
Commander:-Hey-hey-hey! Do I look complexic to you? Just because you are a fucklessness
freak and a killjoy , you think your compatriots are like you?
Neverado:-OK, ask the opinion on the same of Michael the professor with whom you were
talking the other day.
Commander:-You gotta be kidding! Are you telling me I should ask the culture freak? I did
hear what all people call both of you. I’m Greeker than some Greeks like you two. “This is
my wife and this is my lovelife”! Exactly! Fantastic! Aalraaaight! And have you heard the
other song? I do believe in faithfulness though. Like you Greeks. Not you two! I mean real
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Greeks. I mean the song “To cheat your husband is routine but would you cheat your lover?”
That’s the way! Right on! I like it! I dig it! I love it! I’m a fanatic Greek.
Neverado:-Oh, my God! I only feared that these silly songs would make international
laughing stocks of us if ever translated or if foreigners learned our language. But now I see
there have been even worse side effects and I fear that with people like you we’ll soon be
lamenting collateral damage. You have an infant’s brain in a giant’s body. I really think that
emotionally you have been arrested at a very early stage of your development. Our only
expression for people like you comes from the Bible “The Lord makes a moron of whom He
wants to make perish” if I translate this right and if you are familiar with the Bible. But my
dear, my very dear and dearest commander, these songs we only use to tease each other or to
laugh at ourselves. And we only tease each other with these songs because we trust our targets
do have common sense and will not take them face value, let alone as teachings of life’s
wisdom. Life is one thing and limericks are another thing. You’ll find yourself in front of the
worst kinds of surprise. Don’t bring over from the States your women. At least not both of
them, or at the very least not at the same time. Stick to good old one-by-one show-off, don’t
be that greedy for macho claps. You’ve already made a bad mess of it, don’t make it worse.
Don’t tamper with an already unstable installation. The more you stir shit the more it stinks.
With what you’re going to cause you’ll be banging your head on the walls. Your mug will
get a rub down. You’ll be pulling on your hair and so will the ones you’ll take down with
you; or maybe your folly will only make others pull their hair since you are both a moron and
a pachyderm and so it is difficult to be led to suffering yourself. Anyway, on a deaf man’s
door one can knock for as long as he’s not bored.
Commander:-OK, OK, have you run out of proverbs and idiomatic expressions or there’s
still some more to tell me?
Neverado:-One more and I throw in the towel as married couples counselor: At a deaf man’s
door take the door and walk off.
Commander:-Oh! Before you walk off: My wife and my lovelife come tomorrow on the
same flight to the island across. They’ll take the boat to here in time for the village fete. We’ll
be coming at the time of the dancing. I guess you’ll be here and I’ll introduce them to you.
This is my wife and this is my lovelife. Fantastic! Hahaha! Fantastic!
CURTAIN CLOSES AND REOPENS
The musical introduction of “eyes with immortal water” is heard, all the young men,
Greek and foreign are dancing, The “lovelife” of the commander (played by AnneMarie) is dancing with the George the village postman (Argyroula’s son, i.e. Marina’s
brother). At a café table , pumped full of pride, the commander is sitting with his wife
Rosa. Neverado comes close, he’s wearing a hat and a necktie for the fete occasion.
Commander:-This is my wife Rosa. This is Nobodado. Maybe his true name is Nopotato, I
have trouble with remembering Greek names.
Neverado, removing his hat during the handshake :
-How do you do Rosa? Welcome to Greece and to Glossa. Just call me John.
Rosa:-How do you do John? Greece and Glossa are fantastic!
A sergeant approaches and talks to Rosa, presumably he already knew her in the States, the
commander whispers to Neverado:

Commander:-Don’t sound very fluent with English, so that if she asks you for too much
explaining you can say you lack the vocabulary.
Neverado: -Did God illuminate your mind and you didn’t introduce your love life and Rosa
to each other or God took pity on the three of you and made your love life miss her flight?
Commander:-No, my lovelife is here too. She is somewhere there dancing with some
soldier.
He turns to see Anne-Marie and seeing her dancing with George he is startled:
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Commander:-Oh, my God! Who the hell is that? Is he making a love confession to her
through the eyes , or something?
Neverado: -It’s George the postman.
Commander:-He’s dangerous for my lovelife.
Neverado: -No, it’s you who is dangerous for both women with the kind of brain your carry
around. The kid must have thought she is your daughter and if he does make a love
confession to her and if she likes him why should she not reciprocate after the snowball you
just hit her with by bringing her here on the same flight with your wife?
Commander:-Are you with me or with him in this? Oh, what a narrow parochialism you
people have here! Look who are the people we came to teach globalization to!
Neverado: -Look who is the representative globalization found to prove it’s a serious
concept!
Neverado and the commander speak in parallel with the song that the young men are dancing,
mainly during the instrumental part accompanying each verse:

Lyrics:
Through your eyes , your eyes, runs water immortal…
Commander:-You see how he’s looking at her? You think he’ll also make a love confession
to my wife?
Neverado: -What? Just because you’re an imbecile and a lunatic in love matters you think
that everybody is like you? If he fell in love with one woman why should he want to make a
love confession to another? He doesn’t look cross-eyed to you, does he? So what are you
talking about?
Commander:-I know what I’m talking about! Don’t they say that the postman always rings
twice?
Neverado: -Gaaad! Your problem is not just that you should be wearing a straitjacket. It’s
also that you think you know what you’re talking about. Aaah! My poor moron! It’s through
Hollywood films that you have had your emotional maturing ! That’s why you step elsewhere
for elsewhere. Listen my good man: What did the kids do? They’re just dancing and looking
at each other. Why do you freak out? So what would you do be doing if they did do
something more? Would you be biting throats right now?
Lyrics:
…through your eyes runs water immortal
they’re a fountain and a spring…
Commander:-Let’s say something real. If my lovelife asks you what immortal water the
song is talking about don’t tell her what ancient Greeks meant. Just say you do know but you
don’t speak enough English to explain to her.
Neverado: -You think she’ll need me or the poet who wrote the lyrics or the ancients to
explain it to her? Doesn’t she see the way the postman looks into her eyes?
Lyrics:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yy4g70DNx70

…a spring, a spring, a spring, a spring
and I asked you if I could drink,
and you said that you need a little thinking
said you need a little thinking
said you need some time to think
to think, to think, to think, to think
if it’s me who’ll come to drink
who’ll drink, who’ll drink, who’ll drink, who’ll drink
no you said t’s not me who’ll drink.
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Rosa:-What is the immortal water the song the talking about? Just something generally poetic
or some definite thing in Greek mythology?
Commander (whispering):-Don’t explain to her either.
Neverado: -I’ll need to look in the dictionary to find the words to tell you that. Tomorrow
maybe.
Rosa:- Tell me just a rough idea…Oh! Never mind.
Neverado:-Roughly the song says all your husband wants to tell you and he still doesn’t
know the words for.
Rosa:- Oh, thank you! You mean husbands in general, or my husband? Do you know him
that well?
Neverado:-I mean your husband.
Rosa:-Oh, John! You did make my day. I mean the next half of it. The previous half was
made by my husband himself.
Lyrics:
All who love, all who love will need some patience
all who love will need some patience
there’s so many things to stand
to stand, to stand, to stand, to stand
need some patience not to bend,
to feel stabs yet to say they are not hurting
feel a stab and say it’s not hurting
yes to say it doesn’t hurt
it hurts, it hurts , it hurts, it hurts
yet to say it doesn’t hurt
they hurt, they hurt, they hurt, they hurt
yet to say they do not hurt.
Commander (mumbling to Neverado):-Quite a word salad. Stabs, love , patience, you name
it. The whole thing doesn’t stick together.
Neverado (mumbling to commander):-It’s your head that doesn’t stick together, you stuck
moron. And the song sticks to your case like glove. And it tells you that you don’t know
how to love either your wife or your love life. Look who thinks of himself as enough for two
women while he is not enough for even half of a woman.
Rosa:-John, is there Greek rock? Can I dance before I learn Greek dances? I mean after this
song finishes of course.
…The song was near its end and finishes…
Neverado (to the Greek among the young men):
-Hey guys, the lady, her name’s Rosa, is asking if there’s Greek rock because she wants to
dance but hasn’t yet learned Greek dances. She’s brand new here. Won’t we welcome her?
Philip: -I know the correct piece of Greek rock she’ll like on such a special day for her:
He puts in the CD-player the following piece and starts dancing it himself:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D3ZVjgulZG8

Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
it’s to be danced when crucified in empty space
Greek rock is to be danced like a zeimbekiko
staircase of ours, heavens of ours, our steps and pace.
Greek young men kneel around Philip to clap rhythmically to accompany his solo zeimbekiko, Rosa
approaches and kneels to do the same, Philip, stops dancing and goes to her, gives her his hand to
raise her and gives her his place in the center of the square to dance solo and he kneels in front of her
to clap along with his other friends kneeling behind him. Rosa starts dancing with a concentration and
feeling as if she had been dancing this for years.

Commander:- I thought she would dance rock. When did she learn this?
Neverado:-She didn’t have to learn it. It just expressed her.
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Commander:-You gotta be kidding. What expresses her? Greek rock salads? About empty
space and crucifixions? Fucking bullshit for stupid masochists like those stabs and hurts too.
Neverado:-I’m not kidding. You’ve got to be kidding. Do you seriously believe empty space
and crucifixion don’t express her? Isn’t she dancing crucified in empty space right here and
right now you idiot? Isn’t double-crossing her a crucifixion? And wasn’t it done in front of
her? And even in public? And isn’t the space between your ears empty of brain? And isn’t
your heart empty? And you got the face of calling these verses fucking bullshit? And play
unsuspecting of where it does apply to Rosa dancing?
Commander:-This I do not understand.
Neverado:-What do you mean “this”? Do you have the impression you understand anything
else?
Then Greeks and Americans kneel and clap for a small kid , Johnny, who wants to dance zeimbekiko
too to emulate the grownups, and he dances very well. . Rosa likes these vibes too and remains with
them to kneel and clap for little Johnny. The song Philip dedicates to him for fun and which Johnny is
dancing goes like:

“I’m a real man and things will be done in my way”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sas4D1uf24M

Commander:-Oh, yes, this I do understand.
Neverado:-The previous was the Greek version of “Staircase to heaven”. This one is a
limerick song , something like your “macho-macho-macho-man” song. You’re the only
person in history who took this song face value. Even little Johnny knows it’s to pull his leg
that Philip chose it.
Commander:-I’m sick and tired of you and your analyses.
Neverado:-I can’t even blame you. It’s only oneself one can blame for talking to idiots. Even
gods are powerless in front of stupidity, as a great man said.
Commander:-Above all I’m sick and tired of your proverbs.
Neverado:-You’re not sick and tired. You’re just sick, period.
Commander:-I was just pulling your leg because you take everything too seriously.
Neverado:- I wish you’re pulling my leg , otherwise you should pull your leg; in the other
direction: out of your mouth into which you’ve been pushing it up to the knee.

CURTAIN FALLS AND WHEN IT REOPENS WE SEE IN THE VILLAGE
SQUARE PHOTOS FROM BOTH GREEK AND FOREIGN NEWSPAPERS
WHICH THE COMMANDED HAS HAD HUNG TO SHOW HOW DEEPLY HE
DESPISES PUBLIC OPINION
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We see the commander walking back and forth in front of the village gathered in the square (they are
all there, even small kids, it’s mandatory. Some soldiers hold guns). He is holding a headbag and
shows it waving it.

Commander:- I don’t ask you if you know what this is. You sure know since you all watch
television and read papers. Whoever is arrested in Iraq as a possible terrorist wears this all the
time. All the way from Abu-Ghraib in Iraq to Guantanamo in nowhere land. To you, just
because I am an admirer of your ancient ancestors, I will make an exception and I will not
insult you by having all arrested wear this so dishonoring bag. I hope you can appreciate the
quality of the commander you have. But just as I help you, you should help me too. Since I
do happen to know that in your recent history , in the ’40s, it was such a bag , with holes for
the eyes to see, that was used by your ruffians , OK since I know your recent history too, I
will only give bags to the ruffians among you so that they can show the terrorists without
making themselves known. And because I don’t want you ruffians to feel afraid that I’m
going to leak your names so as to have you killed before you receive the ruffian reward
money, I will give the money as down payment and I won’t even ask for your name. You’ll
be wearing your headbag even when you’re talking to me. I want the terrorists’ names, not
your names. A gentlemen’s agreement, isn’t it?
Michael:-Just how did you escape the strait jacket in your country? Unless you’re all such
loonies and nobody noticed where your brain leaks from.
Commander:-Professor, I did not expect such words from you. I like you and consider you a
friend and you dishonor both me and my country.
Michael:-To feel dishonored you must first know what honor is. And you don’t . So you
dishonor whatever group has you in it. Your family, your army, your country; and the whole
human species. Give me the bag you hold. You dishonor this too. What does it take for an
idiot like you to understabd that this bag dishonors you and not the Iraqis when you put it on
them. For them it’s an honor to suffer this for their country that they love. What do you do to
show your love to your country? Going around with ruffian bags to be told on whom to put
shitbags?
Commander:-Professor, you know what I can do to you?
Michael:-I think you only can fart my balls. What do you think you can do to me?
Commander:-Professor, I will be sincerely sorry. We did have a glass of wine or two, didn’t
we?
Michael:-You dishonored the glasses too. And the store where we drank them. Whatever you
touch you turn into shit..
Commander:-Professor, my stomach got a cramp. Such hatred! I feel a sob rising in my
throat.
Michael:-It’s just a fart but your face looks like an ass so it loses its way not knowing where
to come out from.
Commander:-Whaaaat?!!! Arrest the son of-a-bitch before he leaves
Michael:-Why leave you stupid vulture? Should I be scared of you or of your shitbag? Either
of you two can only do to me what I told you, let me not say that again it in front of my girl
students. Let me put it on myself, newspapers write that you put shit and piss in these bags
but your hands and your little robots’ hands are shittier than shit.
He puts it on, then he removes it saying:
-Oh, shit! It’s not a shitbag , it’s a ruffian’s bag, with no shit but with eye-holes for the ruffian
to see whom to point to. Let me wear it frontside back to at least not see your assface. Clown!
Buffoon!
The commander bites his fists, sends for his pills , the curtain falls.
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ACT 5
A prison’s setting. Michael the teacher and George Bunny are sitting separated by the usual wire net
we see in films in visiting hours of jails. Michael wears a headbag, his arms handcuffed behind.

Michael:- How come they let you in? Who was on shift at the entrance?
Bunny:-The tall.
Michael:-Oh, that’s how. So let’s not get him into trouble.
Bunny:-Something tells me he’s on the suspects’ list of the assface anyway. Oh: that name
you gave him was quite a success. Even the soldiers refer to him as assface by now. It stuck.
But when he realized that his soldiers fell in love with our girls for real and not just to cock
around and boast and play cocksure and macho like he, he can’t stand the ones who date girls.
I don’t foresee a good future for them. Let alone the future of our compatriots who danced
with the women of the sheikh-playing idiot.
Michael:-Anyway, nice to see you; or rather to hear you. How see with a headbag?
Bunny:-What I want to tell you…
Michael (interrupting him):-I know what you want to tell me. That I’m only for word-fights
and that I was wrong getting caught that early instead of sitting down and learning how to
make bombs and have some real action and …
Bunny:-Are you fucking out of your goddam culture freak’s mind, me telling such bull
fucking shit?! Look at him how low he thinks of my level. OK, sorry I got carried away. OK,
what I came to tell you is how much I admire you and that it was very stupid of me to say
around that no man with eye-glasses can be a real guy and that culture-freaks are only as good
as ladies for some men’s jobs. A guy more real than you I do not know.
Michael:-OK-OK, watch how not to get carried away into any emulation of that and get into
word-fights too and get a headbag for that. One per knowhow is enough. Each has something
different to offer. For example if we hear a threat from an idiot who can’t do a thing to us then
we the teachers, whose knowhow is to explain what from the things we hear is or is not valid,
have to prove that the idiot can indeed do nothing to us giving an example of what we mean.
You have other knowhows. If we all were teachers who would do the armed fighting with the
barbarians? And if we all fought with arms only, who would do the explaining of what we
differ from the barbarians in?
Bunny:-OK-OK, culture-freak, I got the point of the preaching and the moral of the story,
don’t tell me more.
Michael:-What was the point you got and the moral you saw?
Bunny:-Aaah! You can’t stand not giving an exam for too long! The point I got and the moral
I saw is that real guys with eye-glasses do exist. I do pass the exam , don’t I? Now: I have a
question.
Michael:-Questions are what we teachers are here for. Ask it:
Bunny:-OK, real guys and eye-glasses can combine. But how can headbags with eyeglasses? Can they combine?
Michael:-They sure can. And you even have two options. Wearing the glasses inside or
outside the headbag. For the bagged it doesn’t make much of a difference since he can’t see
anyway. It’s for the outsider to say how he looks with the eye-glasses on the outside.
Bunny:-You son-of-a-gun, with your high spirits that never leave you, you did remind me
something I nearly forgot. Your kids, your students I mean, in remembrance of your blackhumor lessons told me they dedicate to you two songs. You already guessed which ones?
Michael:-One of them certainly is “For the other world you now depart”. The other I can’t
guess. Spill the beans.
Suddenly “For the other world you now depart” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YcvvAReQGK8 is heard on
a radio and Thanassis, the tall who was on shift at the gate shows up with a small radio saying:

Thanassis:-Hi guys, it seems that Andreas of the broadcasting station did know I was on the
shift and that you two would be talking right now and he had a couple of dedications. There
goes the second one:
….
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJR5iO9Yk9g,http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=zE5INdF4myk

What went wrong and Mike was captured?
His thick skull liked to get fractured.
One plus one for us is two,
say to Mike good bye to you.
Two plus one is three for copsters,
Mike’s arrest took top tough monsters.
Now he looks like king Tut’s mummy,
send his jail hard sticks of candy.
He can suck or bang his thick skull,
as he walks behind his thick wall.
One plus one for Mike is two,
say to us good bye to you.
Two plus one is three we’re sorry,
but that’s it for all that story.
Michael:- Hahaha! Great! Just great! I was very glad to see you but don’t come again. Give
the kids kisses and tell them they got straight A’s on the exam on black humor. Tall, we
thank you. Class dismissed.
The curtain falls and the musical introduction of “Into my arms like a star” is heard in its part that
sounds like a melodious background of a cavalry attack, the curtain opens again, the lights are
lowered, and as the lyrics of the music begin we see that in the place of Michael is now Thanassis, but
without a headbag, and in the place of George Bunny, across the wire net, is now Lys’strataki . We
hear no words from them , we only hear the lyrics, they are only looking at each other, as we are
looking at their profiles only.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes have left without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to dress in light’s shine.
The cavalry attack part of the song’s introduction is heard again and the two couples in profile in the
places of Lys’strataki and the tall are Kike with Johnny and Maria with Miltos. But instead of going to
the end of the song we see Marina’s George (her fiancé George, not her brother George) running and
the commander walking in haste by himself. Argyroula is in the kitchen cooking, the cactus-in-a-pot
gift is at the center of the kitchen table, she hears pebbles on the window of Marina’s room, she
goes to her daughter’s wardrobe, takes the rope and throws it by the window, George climbs and
faces her instead of Marina. He stands speechless and when he speaks he says:

George:-Mrs. Argyroula! It was you who dropped me the rope?
Argyroula:-Marina is in her English class.
George:-So all this time you knew?
Argyroula:-If you had not asked for her from me I would have beaten you both with a wet
plank and stretched you on this to dry. The fatso must be looking for you my Georgie.
George:-How do you know?
Argyroula:-He has to look for everyone by himself. Whom among you soldiers would he
trust asking you to look for each other? He does everything by himself since you too call
him…what’s that you call him? Shitface? Oh! Assface. Sorry for my English, I didn’t go to
English school like Marina, whatever I learn is from the tourists and from you.
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A knock is heard

Argyroula:-Hide there.
George:-I’ll get you in trouble.
Argyroula:-Ssh! And never say that again.
It is the commander indeed.
Commander:-Mrs. Argyro. I’ll sit and wait for someone whom I think I saw come. But I
didn’t see him entering while I was watching across the door. And you don’t have another
door I checked. But where else can he go but here?
Argyroula:-Shall I fry sausage links for you?
Commander:-Thank you , but give them to me to take them for a check at the camp first.
Argyroula:-OK, but I’ll fry some anyway for my daughter who’ll be coming any minute
now.
Commander:-You’re a great cook Mrs. Argyro, I can’t stand waiting with those smells, give
them to me to take them to the camp and eat them right now.
He leaves with a chain of sausage links in hand

Argyroula (to George who comes out of hiding):-You need political asylum and he needs
mental asylum.
George:-What a nice soft tone you had. And he was lucky with that sausage bunch he got too.
Argyroula:-Soft indeed. Lucky he was for I didn’t want to ruin the gift of my fellow motherin-law, to ruin your mother’s gift I mean, for the sake of such a face, or I’d put that cactus on
his seat to sabotage his ass. Quite a mouthful Mr Mihalis the teacher said when he said the
assface’s face and his ass look the same, sorry for the language.
George:-I can’t believe he just gave up looking for me because of his gluttony for the
sausages.
Argyroula:-That’s why I fried some in front of him, so that he just can’t stand waiting and
hit the road. And for you to eat it of course. Marina will take her time yet.
George:-You did that on purpose? Wow! You’re something else Mrs. Argyroula! But he’ll
come back sooner or later. This thing can’t end that simply. I was just coming to say goodbye
to Marina, and to you of course. I’ve told you again. I’ll get you into trouble.
Argyroula:-And I’ve told you again to never tell me this thing again, or you’ll make an ass of
me in the eyes of my fellow mother-in-law, your mother.
Of course the reason why the commander in the camp is calmly gulping her sausages down with a
new colleague , dressed in civilian, is , as they two discuss, that they can always arrest her son and
blackmail her to say where she hides her son-in-law.
The cavalry attack part of the song’s introduction is heard again and the two couples in profile that
are good-byeing each other with the eyes and sitting across the wire-net are George the postman
with Anne-Marie, the commander’s lovelife, and Philip with Rosa , the commander’s wife. Now the
song goes all the way to the heart rending aria at its end where the singer’s voice reminds the voice of
the Queen of Night of Mozart’s “The enchanted flute”. Right after that we find ourselves on the
street just outside the prison.
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ACT 6
Below the prison window but on the street side we see meet again Vaso (as Paz, the philologist) and
Stamatis (as Buzanden but with just the cassette player, not with the wheeled dustbin anymore. And
he is standing, not lying , on the street)

Vaso:- You sure found the best song to serenade them with now that they will never see each
other again and they’ll only date in their dreams. Is this how you chose the song? Or was it
for the verse “there’s no hope left in the world, hopes have left without trace”? Although you
don’t sound to me as pessimistic as other times. Is it because you think that there’s still hope
in the world as long as people remain who are both as loving and hard to bend like our
friends in there? With only hard-to-bends we would become barbarians, with only the loving
ones the barbarians would eat us alive. Right?
Stamatis:-Right! But I sure hope the thing that applies to them won’t be anything bullet-like
in the place of the kisses with which night embroiders their bodies; and hope that falling stars
are not omens of jinx.
Vaso:- How come they didn’t take your cassette player from you? They supposedly came to
arrest you and you’re the only one they didn’t arrest. OK, they realized their blunder but how
admit it now, in pre-election period and lose face? After all they didn’t leave Iraq either, when
they didn’t find weapons of mass destruction. And it’s not only oil, it’s also a matter of
prestige. But what did it cost them to arrest you? Was it in order for people to suspect you as
an agent of them that they let you go?
Stamatis:-It’s even simpler. It’s clear why they did that. When they realized I’m not bin
Laden they thought: “Nobody takes him seriously and nobody listens to the lyrics of the
songs he plays on his cassette player either. So let’s let him go away to use him as a proof
we’re in favor of freedom speech. And nobody takes him as an example anyway. But to the
ones people do take as examples we’ll do give hell. Thus without me even trying for it , nor
being able to avoid it either, I have become a living advertisement of what they say about
bringing freedom. As long as I say even the worst things about them and nobody takes me
seriously they will keep me free so as to advertise themselves. I even considered saying good
things about them so as to make enemies of them those who don’t like me, like I was doing
with the junta, after it fell of course. But frankly I can’t bring myself to say a good thing
about them, even as sabotage. With such games nothing can be done; farts are no dye for
Easter eggs as the saying goes. So I decided to get serious because the kind of picturesque
personality I had become is only for postcards addressed to the most frivolous among the
tourists. The verse “We’ve sold ourselves in the city’s bazaar just for a suit to show off who
we are” applies to me too, finally. I got to find some other patent if I do want to react.
Vaso:-Wow! And wow again! What a lucid and honest self critique! But don’t think it’s just
you who’s at a loss about what to do. We’re all on the same boat nowadays in the issue of
how to react in a serious way that does make a difference.
Argyroula comes out of the prison very sad:

Paz:-Mrs. Argyro, did they let you see George?
Argyroula:-No my girl, they didn’t. That commander, the pig-eyed one, and another , a fresh
one, first time I saw him around, wanted me to tell them, where is my son-in-law because he
deserted they say. And if I told them , he said, they would let my George go. But I didn’t
tell’em. So he didn’t even let me see my George. Who are you? Doesn’t my little Marina
have you as a teacher? I can’t see very well in the dark. Good evening, we’re speaking
without having said hello yet. And you? Aren’t you Theodosia’s Nick?
Buzanos:-Yes Mrs. Argyro, that’s who I am.
Argyroula: -Is your mother well? Tell her to enjoy you as long as she has you; with the kind
of people and the kind of thing we got into, you don’t even know if you do have your own
children.
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Buzanos:-Mrs. Argyro you mean the commander tried to blackmail you with your son and
you didn’t bite at the bait. Others would say that they couldn’t know if their fellow mother-inlaw would do the same for them and would then submit to the blackmail. But that way
nobody would make the right start. How did you think?
Argyroula: -I know one thing: If we fellow mothers-in-law sold each other out then which
household would not go down the drain? Who would keep homes up? The sixteen year olds?
They only care about exams and dating and necking. And if they don’t do these things now
when will they? When they themselves have houses to look after and babies in cradles to
care about and parents and in-laws to run to hospitals and funerals to prepare? Spit-spit-knock
wood!
Buzanos: -Lady, I must admit that compared to you I am not even half of half of a leftist or
an anarchist or a beatnik or a hippy or a sidewalk philosopher.
Argyroula: -Sidewalk philosopher , my foot! What are you talking about? Does Glossa have
sidewalks? The main street is not even wide enough for some of us good cooks who eat one
dish too many and you speak of sidewalks for philosophers to lie on? How would a taxi go
uphill if we had a sidewalk? And without a taxi who would carry suitcases uptown? You?
Paz:-Mrs. Argyroula, I myself will keep my university degree simply as souvenir or as
wallpaper. What I’ll be teaching kids from now on will be things like what you did for your
philosophy on fellow-in-law moms not selling each other out. They should call you “a
woman-for-all-seasons for our season”.
Argyroula:-What are you talking about, my girl? I’m an illiterate woman. How will our kids
pass their exams if you don’t teach them geography and history and how to multiply and
alebra, or whats-its-name, I mean that alphabet done by mathematicians? They have to know
letters not to be illiterate.
Paz:-Letters are needed to read history. Not to write it. Tonight you wrote history.

CURTAIN FOR THE ACTORS TO LEAVE BEFORE THE EPILOGUE THAT FOLLOWS:
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Epilogue: Happy end* announced by Vaso (Paz):
After the American elections and the re-election of Bush, the Americans left everybody alone
and went away peacefully, the prisoners were released, the whole absurd situation had been
created by the insistence of the superiors of the commander to keep the soldiers there and
show some antiterrorist activity because there would be some political cost if they lost face
admitting they had made a mistake, so after Bush was re-elected this didn’t matter anymore,
Rumsfeld fired the CIA hound who had taken Buzanos for Bin Laden. The love affairs went
on from a distance as naturally (phones, letter, trips, marriages, break-ups etc) as they would
go on without all the madness we saw. What about the commander’s women? Learning of
each other’s existence and talking to each other and seeing that both of them really loved him
and both really understood how he had become such an asshole (asshole in wanting two
women (and in the open, too!) because he was such a love-deprived careerist when in his
prime, and asshole for acting so absurdly imprisoning innocent people because his superiors
gave him crazy directions to avoid political cost) they found the following Solomon-ian
solution between them: Each said to the other: “Of course neither of us would do him the
favor of staying with him if he wants a second woman too. But if he leaves me will you let
him return to you?” Both said “yes” to this so they told him they forgave him but he would
have to choose. He discussed the matter with his Greek friends who told him he was a very
lucky man to have such a narrow escape for his idiotic handling of everything he had gotten
into. And he returned to his wife. Then his girlfriend decided to remain in the island for a
while to feel more calmly the vibrations of the place where such a complicated mess had
found such a peaceful ending.

CURTAIN
Since there was a happy end people leave the theater under the sound of the following replay:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwp-dcX75LA&feature=related

Hot summer noons Andrew and we,
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,
we dived and swam in open sea,
never as glad before or after.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
………..
*Translator’s note: Happy at least in the sense of the age old tradition of the recipes for happy end
based on mentioning what should, or at least could, have happened but is exactly the opposite of what,
unfortunately, does, usually, happen.
Bibliography as written on the program:
Aristophanes’ “Lysistrata”, “Birds”, “Clouds”, “Aharnians”, Kazantzakis’ “Captain Michael”.**
**This reference has nothing to do with teacher Michael’s event but only with the event on Argyro’s
stance as a mother’s: In “Captain Michael”, in a revolt of Crete against Turkish occupation, a Cretan
peasant woman is blackmailed to reveal where a volunteer, who came from another part of Greece to
help in the fight, is hiding. If she doesn’t tell the Turks, her son will be killed. She doesn’t tell them
and her son is killed. When asked later how her heart could stand taking this decision she says “I knew
what pain I would cause to the volunteer’s mother”. Does Kazantzakis have a reference on factuals on
human nature on that or is the event fictional? The factual part does exist but it refers to the battle of
Crete in the second world war: The interrogators of the Cretan peasant woman were not Turks but
Germans and the volunteer was a British commando. In brief the “woman-for all-seasons for our
season” is Mrs Argyro, not Lysistrata.
Note: This play was first posted in a site with a teacher’s memories from Glossa (the one who would
play Neverado, a fellow teacher would play the commander. The students would play with their real
names, except Vaso and Stamatis , i.e. Paz and Buzanos) but it never reached the school stage (the
evening study schedules of the 35 students involved only allowed act-by act rehearsals but never
allowed the simultaneous presence of all of them in the necessary general rehearsal of the whole event.
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